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Ending a Year, Starting a New One!

WHAT'S NEW?

WE MOVED... to a
beautiful and green
property! We are
looking forward to
hosting many
children in engaging
workshops and
camps! Soon, we
hope to bring the
adults into the fun
as well!

CONTACT INFO: info@earthequilibrium.org
www.earthequilibrium.org

OUR ACTIVITIES IN A NUTSHELL

Building for the Future

Learning is Change

We started the year with our

Always at the core of what we

biggest solar energy project

do, we delivered our

yet: installing 14 solar panels

environmental education

at La Independencia School in

workshops to over 200 kids this

the Osa Peninsula. Solar

year, and also took them on

energy not only saves money

field trips to explore new

for the school but it saves the

horizons! We went on nature

atmosphere from tons of CO2

hikes, learned from the Guaymí

emissions!

indigenous people about
medicinal plants, discovered

We finished the construction

coral reefs, and so much more!

of the Sábalo School! The old

Students were thrilled to

one was condemned by The

reconnect with nature while

Ministry of Health. The new

learning about our oceans,

structure is a bigger and cooler

biodiversity, and conservation.

classroom (much more in
accordance with local weather
and temperature!) for the 30

Blue Flag Program

students. It includes an office

Through a strategic alliance

and new bathroom facilities.

with the Santa Ana
Municipality, and the Ministry

We also refurbished the

of Education we ventured into

Tortuguero School

designing new tools for the Blue

kindergarten bathroom, which

Flag Program. We worked with

was in very poor condition.

23 public and private schools,

Now, the little ones can safely

successfully implementing a

use their bathroom and the

more cohesive and simpler

teachers can use the extra

certification program, that just

space we created for storage,

might be implemented across all

supplies and toys!

schools in Costa Rica!

If you are really thankful, what do you do? You share.

W.Clement Stone

THANK YOU TO OUR CONSTANT PARTNERS AND SUPPORTERS!

OUR ACTIVITIES IN A NUTSHELL

Training

To Keep in Mind as the

Helping our partners

New Year Starts!

stay green or go greener
is part of what we do

* Stop succumbing to

every year. At Kura,

plastic. Say bye-bye to

Arenas del Mar, and

plastic bags, straws,

Latitude 10, the

single use plastic

importance of water and

bottles, and more!*

the problem of global
solid waste were

* Fix any and all leaks

favorite subjects!

ASAP. A faucet that
drips once per second

Up and Coming

can waste over 30 liters

We are looking forward

of water a day!*

to a fun and successful

"You cannot get
through a single day
without having an
impact on the world
around you. What you
do makes a difference,
and you have to decide
what kind of difference
you want to make."
Jane Goodall

year. In the pipeline,

* Once or twice a week,

we've got solar energy

dine, breakfast and

projects, clean water

lunch without meat. The

projects, a couple of

cattle industry is one of

libraries, and even a

the largest emitters of

multipurpose classroom!

greenhouse gases.

And of course, plenty of

Cutting back a little can

environmental

make a substantial

education. We'll keep

difference!*

you posted!

